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About this document 

Scope and purpose 

This document provides an overview of the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack library for XMC™ microcontrollers and 

its components and serves as a guide for software developers who are using the stack as the foundation for a 

DALI 2.0 control gear solution.  It should be read in combination with access to the detailed software 

documentation for the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack library. 

Intended audience 

This application note is intended for application developers who are integrating the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack 

and its library into a custom DALI 2.0 control gear solution.  

Terms 

Term Definition 

API Application Programming Interface 

DALI Digital Addressable Lighting Interface 

A standard specified by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and the 

protocol for which is set out in the technical standard IEC 62386. 

Host application The user-application into which the DALI 2.0 Control Gear stack and its components is 

integrated.  The host application provides support for the stack and implements the 

application-specific parts of a DALI 2.0 control gear solution. 

Stack In this document references to “the stack” or “the DALI stack” should be taken to mean 

the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack and its DALI components unless explicitly stated 

otherwise. 

User application Synonymous with the host application. 
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1 Overview 

The DALI 2.0 Control Gear stack is designed to be integrated into a host application that is providing a DALI 2.0 

Control Gear solution  with one or more DALI Control Gear instances as they are defined in IEC 62386-101:2014 

(Ed2.0), section 3.16. 

“device that is connected to the bus and receives commands in order to control at least one output in a direct 

or indirect way” 

The stack implements the DALI 2.0 protocols that apply to control gear.  It performs functions such as: 

 Processing and responding to all DALI commands received from the DALI bus 

 Monitoring for and reacting to DALI bus fault (System Failure) conditions 

 Computing the appropriate light output level for control gear lighting devices, including timing and 

sequencing fade operations 

 Applying configuration changes as requested by DALI control devices through the bus interface 

 DALI short address assignment, including participating in random address allocation procedures 

coordinated by a DALI control device 

 Managing delays and other timings related to DALI operations. 

 Commissioning (factory-reset) of DALI non-volatile variables 

The software library for the stack defines data structures and user interfaces that are assembled to create the 

framework for a custom DALI 2.0 control gear application. 
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1.1 System block diagram 

The diagram in Figure 1 provides a high-level view of a control gear application founded on the DALI 2.0 Control 

Gear Stack library.  For clarity the only components shown in the diagram are those either directly or indirectly 

related to DALI functions.  Also shown are the interfaces between the various components. 
 

 

Figure 1 DALI 2.0 Control Gear Application 
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1.2 Limitations 

The following limitations apply to this version of the DALI 2.0 Control Gear stack and its components: 

 Only the normal DALI operating mode (Mode 0) is supported. 

 There is no support for implementing DALI Control Devices in the DALI bus unit. 

 The only DALI Part 207 application extended device type/feature currently supported is the Type 6 (LED 

Modules) feature as it is defined in the standard  IEC 62386-207 (Edition 1.0). 

 There is no support for the DALI control gear to notify the user-application when pre-heating is permitted 

prior to lamp start-up. 

 This version of the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack has only been tested in an externally powered control gear 

application.  It has not been tested in a control gear application that is bus powered (i.e. that draws power 

for its operation from the DALI bus). 

1.3 On-chip Hardware and Peripheral Requirements 

The DALI stack and its core components use directly the following hardware components of the XMC1000 MCU: 

 Unique Chip Hardware Serial Number 

 Pseudo Random Number Generator (PRNG) 

All other access to the hardware is either abstracted through a DALI Transceiver instance (for sending and 

receiving DALI frames) or is defined in the application-specific DALI components that must be contributed by 

the user application (for example PWM signal generation for light level control, measurements related to lamp 

status etc.). 

The stack reads the Unique Chip Hardware Serial Number and uses the values for seeding the PRNG.  It also 

uses the values as to assemble a bus unit Identification Number if one has not been explicitly provided by the 

application during configuration.  Access to the Unique Chip Hardware Serial Number is made by directly 

reading locations in the on-chip memories. 

The stack uses the Pseudo Random Number Generator (PRNG) hardware to generate random addresses during 

DALI addressing procedures.  It seeds the PRNG as one of the steps in initializing the bus unit, utilizing portions 

of the Unique Chip Hardware Serial Number to create the initial seed.  The PRNG is also re-seeded by the stack 

using the arrival times of the first few DALI frames to inject additional entropy into the random number 

generator.  Thereafter the PRNG is used to obtain random values that are assembled to form a DALI random 

address.  All access to the PRNG is made through the XMC Peripheral Library (XMC Lib) APIs. 

A DALI Transceiver instance requires the following dedicated hardware: 

 The resources of a single slice of a CCU4 peripheral. 

 One package pin that can be selected as a CCU4 slice event source. 

 One GPIO output pin. 
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2 DALI Components of the Stack 

The DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack operates on a framework of software objects that are defined in the stack 

library.  These objects must be declared, arranged and configured by the user to create the framework of the 

desired control gear solution. 

2.1 Overview 

Three fundamental components are used to create the framework of the DALI 2.0 Control Gear application.  

These are: 

 Bus Unit 

 Logical Control Gear Instance 

 DALI Part 2xx Application-extended Device/Feature 

A fourth component, the DALI Transceiver is not technically part of the stack.  However it is a required 

component of a DALI 2.0 control gear application and is therefore mentioned here.  The DALI Transceiver is 

documented separately in section 9. 

The general arrangement of these components is shown in Figure 2.  The Bus Unit, Logical Control Gear and 

Devices/Features have a hierarchical relationship with the Bus Unit at the top-most level.  More than one 

device/feature can be associated with a control gear instance provided all are of a different DALI device type.  A 

single DALI Transceiver instance must be associated with the Bus Unit to facilitate its communication on the 

DALI bus. 
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Figure 2 Fundamental components of a DALI 2.0 control gear application. 

The minimal DALI 2.0 Control Gear implementation that can be used with the stack is that of a single control 

gear instance that does not support any of the DALI Part 2xx device types/features.  The components required 

for this implementation are shown in Figure 3.  The components required to implement a single control gear 

instance that supports the Type 6 device (LED modules) of IEC 62386-207 (Ed1.0) is illustrated in Figure 4. 
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Figure 3 DALI Components required for implementing a minimal DALI Control Gear application (one 

logical control gear, no app-extended devices/features). 

 

 

Figure 4 DALI Components required for implementing a DALI Control Gear application with one 

logical control gear instance that supports the Type 6 (LED Module) DALI application-

extended feature defined in IEC 62386-207 (Ed1.0). 
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2.2 DALI Bus Unit 

The DALI Bus Unit is a collection of logical control gear and logical control device instances that share a 

common physical interface to a DALI communications bus. Note that this version of the DALI stack does not 

support implementing DALI control devices. 

Features of the Bus Unit 

 Holds properties that are common to all its control gear and control device components. 

 Obtains DALI bus events such as received DALI commands and dispatches these events to each of its logical 

control gear instances. 

 Coordinates the DALI responses requested by all its logical control gear. 

 Monitors the DALI bus for System Failure conditions (disconnected or shorted DALI bus). 

 Extends its initialization to each of its logical control gear instances. 

 Extends its processing and CPU time to each of its logical control gear instances. 

 The data structure for a bus unit instance is defined by the data type DALICG_Bus_Unit_t. 

2.3 DALI Logical Control Gear instance 

A logical control gear instance is a distinct control gear entity that can be assigned a unique short address on a 

DALI bus.  It is associated with a single DALI Bus Unit instance and may or may not share a common interface to 

the DALI bus with other logical control gear instances in the same bus unit.  A logical control gear instance 

implements the general control gear requirements defined in IEC62386-102 (Ed 2.0). Each logical control gear 

instance may support zero or more of the DALI Part 2xx application extended devices/features. 

The logical control gear instance obtains DALI bus events such as DALI commands that are dispatched to it by 

its bus unit.  It processes these events and also dispatches them in turn to each of its Part2xx devices/features.  

If required, it prepares a single DALI response for the bus unit to process and send to the DALI bus.  The logical 

control gear extends its initialization as well as its processing and CPU time to each of its Part2xx application 

extended devices/features. 

The data structure for a logical control gear instance is defined by the data type 

DALICG_Logical_Device_t. 

2.4 DALI Part 2xx application-extended device or feature 

A DALI Part 2xx application-extended device/feature is a component that implements the particular 

requirements of a control gear as it is defined in the applicable Part 2xx of the IEC62386 standard. 

Each DALI control gear instance can be assigned zero or more of the DALI application-extended 

devices/features that are defined in Parts 2xx of the IEC62386 standard.  When a Part 2xx device/feature is 

assigned to a control gear instance the capabilities of the parent control gear are extended so that effectively 

the gear also implements the particular requirements of that device/feature. 

Every Part 2xx device/feature has its own data type and supplies the data and functionality needed to 

implement that feature.   However all Part 2xx device/feature components also provide a base set of 

capabilities that are defined in the data type DALICG_AX_DeviceFeature_t.  Therefore a pointer to an 

instance of a specific device/feature component can be safely cast to a pointer to type 

DALICG_AX_DeviceFeature_t.  This polymorphic capability of a device/feature component allows 

multiple different devices/features to be assigned to the same logical control gear instance by using a table 

(array) to store references to all the devices/features. 
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The parent control gear of a DALI Part 2xx device/feature ensures that the device/feature sees all DALI 

commands received by the gear.  The device/feature process the DALI commands independently of its parent 

general control gear unit. 

This version of the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack library only implements the LED module (device type 6) device 

as it is  described in the standard IEC 62386-207 (Edition 1.0). 

The data structure for Part 207 device instance is defined by the data type DALICG_AX207_t. 
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3 Integrating the Stack into the Host Application 

The DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack is not a stand-alone DALI 2.0 control gear solution.  The stack and its library 

contribute the core functionality and software components that are required to develop a DALI 2.0 control gear 

solution.   Application developers must configure the stack and its components according to the requirements 

of their particular control gear solution. 

The stack supports all the mandatory features and capabilities defined in the general requirements for DALI 2.0 

Control Gear.  However, the stack only implements functionality that is common to all control gear across all 

applications.  The application-specific DALI functionality of a control gear solution, in particular that which is 

hardware-dependent must be implemented by the host application.  Optional DALI 2.0 control gear 

functionality must also be implemented by the host application.  The stack defines callbacks that it uses to 

interface to and manage the application-specific functions. 

The interface between the host application and the DALI stack is comprised of Application Programming 

Interface (API) functions and callback functions.   The API functions must be called by the application to 

initialize the stack and to support it at run-time by providing it with event notifications and CPU cycles.  The API 

functions are covered in section 7 “API functions”.  The callbacks are implemented by the user application and 

references to these callback handlers are placed in the configuration data structures of the various DALI 

components so the stack can call them at run-time.  These callbacks enable the stack to obtain information 

from the application and to manage application-supplied DALI functionality.  The callbacks are covered in 

section 8 “Callback functions”. 

3.1 Host Application requirements 

The DALI stack and DALI components require support from the host application.  Integrating the stack into a 

host application requires that the application will must: 

 Supply a periodic time-base for the DALI stack. 

 Allocate sufficient processing time to the components of the DALI stack. 

 Provide a reliable memory storage subsystem to retain non-volatile DALI variable settings during power 

interruptions. 

 Allocate and manage a dedicated block of non-volatile memory storage for each DALI component that 

requires data retention during power interruptions. 

 Create and configure instances of the DALI components that define the particular DALI 2.0 Control Gear 

solution. 

 Implement all callbacks required by the DALI stack for supporting mandatory, application-specific DALI 

functionality. 

 Implement as required the optional callbacks used by the DALI stack for supporting optional application-

specific DALI functionality. 

 Declare and configure a DALI Transceiver instance through which the DALI Bus Unit and its components can 

communicate on the DALI bus. 
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3.2 DALI Time-base 

The host application must provide the DALI stack with a reliable, periodic time-base in the form of ‘tick’ events.  

To notify the stack of a ‘tick’ event the application must call the API function 

DALICG_SetEventDALITick().   Refer to section 7, “API functions “for details. 

It is recommended that the ‘tick’ period of this time-base be less than or equal to 1 millisecond.  The exact 

value that the application will use must be defined in the global stack configuration settings (refer to section 4, 

“Configuring the Stack”). 

3.3 Allocating Processing Time to the Stack 

The host application provides processing time for the stack and the DALI components by calling the API 

function DALICG_GEN_ExecuteDALIBusUnit().   It is through these calls that the stack performs 

deferred handling of events such as the time-base ‘tick’ and various DALI Bus events (such as incoming 

commands from the DALI bus for example).  For best performance this function must be called as often as 

possible within the main program loop of the host application.  The time between two consecutive calls to 

DALICG_GEN_ExecuteDALIBusUnit()must never exceed the period of the DALI time-base tick 

notifications or timing irregularities may occur in the DALI components.  A call to 

DALICG_GEN_ExecuteDALIBusUnit() must be made as soon as possible following every DALI bus event 

to ensure timely processing of and response to received DALI commands. 

3.4 Non-Volatile Memory storage 

DALI control gear and DALI Part 2xx application-extended devices/features utilize non-volatile data that must 

be stored to and retrieved from some form of persistent storage medium so that the data is not lost during 

power interruptions. 

Neither the DALI stack nor its DALI components directly store and recover their non-volatile data.  DALI 

components rely on the host application to provide this capability and they request read and write operations 

through a callback interface that the application must implement.  This approach abstracts the DALI 

components from the technique used for persistent storage and allows the user to implement a storage 

method that is best suited to their particular application.  Furthermore it allows the host application to 

implement a single, common persistent memory storage method that serves the storage requirements of the 

DALI components as well as any other components of the host application that utilize non-volatile data. 

For each instance of a DALI component that uses non-volatile variables the application must allocate a 

dedicated block of non-volatile memory storage (referred to as an NV block).  The size of this NV block must be 

equal to or greater than the minimum size required by the component, which is defined by a macro in the 

header file of the DALI component.  Refer to Table 1 for the NV block sizes of DALI components supported by 

this version of the stack.  The application must assign each NV block a unique handle of type 

DALICG_HandleNVStorageBlock_t and include this handle in the configuration settings of the DALI 

component to which the block has been assigned (see section 5.4, “Logical Control Gear Configuration” and 

section 5.6, “DALI Part 207 Device Configuration (Type 6 Device, LED Module) for details).  At runtime when the 

DALI component needs to access its NV block it uses a callback to the host application and supplies the handle 

identifying its particular non-volatile storage block. 
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Table 1 DALI Component Minimum Non-Volatile Block Sizes 

All DALI components that use non-volatile data support a callback of type 

DALICG_GEN_CallbackNVStorageOperation_t that they use to issue non-volatile data storage 

requests to the application.  The host application must supply a handler for this callback and implement an 

interface layer between the DALI component’s storage requests and the application’s non-volatile storage 

subsystem. This concept is illustrated in Figure 5.  The same callback handler can be used to the service non-

volatile storage requests of all the DALI components.  Refer to the software documentation for the DALI 2.0 

Control Gear Stack library for details on how to implement this callback. 
 

 

Figure 5 Interface layer provided by host application to interface DALI component non-volatile 

storage operations to the host application non-volatile storage subsystems. 

The information contained in the NV block is managed entirely by the DALI stack and DALI components.  The 

host application need not be concerned with the individual bytes in the NV block.  However, it is responsible for 

ensuring that the integrity of the data block as a whole is preserved as the bock is written to and recovered 

from the persistent storage medium.  When recovering a block from storage the application must be capable of 

detecting if the block was not successfully restored for any reason.  When writing the block to storage the 

application must implement measures to protect the block against data corruption resulting from a loss of 

system power that occurs during the write operation. 
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DALI components of the stack maintain a working copy in RAM of their own non-volatile data variables.  At 

startup/reset each DALI component attempts to restore its working copy of non-volatile variables by reading its 

NV data block from the host application.  This is the only time during execution of the DALI stack that the non-

volatile data block is read.  After success (or failure) of the read operation, all subsequent operations on the 

non-volatile storage block are write operations. 

If the host application cannot restore a DALI component’s non-volatile storage block it must indicate to the 

component that the read operation failed.  The DALI component will then initialize its local copy of the non-

volatile data (using factory-default settings defined in the DALI standard) after which it will request that the 

host application store the new contents of the data block to persistent storage.  This procedure is illustrated in 

Figure 6.  A special case in which the host application would not be able to recover a DALI component's NV 

block would be on first-run of the application where the contents of the persistent storage medium have never 

been commissioned with factory-default data (for example if an external EEPROM device is used). 

DALI components will accommodate delayed read operations for their NV data block.  This gives the host 

application time to read data from an external storage device such as an EEPROM.  As long as the host 

application indicates that the read operation is pending, a DALI component will wait indefinitely for the read 

operation to succeed (or fail).  Note that the DALI subsystem will not be fully functional or capable of 

responding to commands received from the DALI bus until all the DALI components have either recovered or 

factory reset the internal working copy of their non-volatile data.  See Figure 6. 

When DALI components request write operations they ignore the result of the operation that the host 

application returns.  Therefore it is the responsibility of the host application to ensure that the new contents of 

the NV data block are accepted and buffered until they can be successfully committed to persistent storage.  

Furthermore, non-volatile write requests from a DALI component are asynchronous events that occur in 

response to commands received on the DALI bus.  Depending on the method used by the host application to 

store non-volatile data it is possible for the DALI stack to issue a write request for an NV block before the 

application has completed processing a previous write request.  Therefore the host application must be 

capable of handling overlapping write requests and ensuring that the content of the data block last written by 

the DALI component is what is ultimately committed to persistent storage. 
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Figure 6 Flowchart showing the procedure used by a DALI Component to restore its non-volatile 

data block. 
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4 Configuring the Stack 

The DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack must be configured for the host application into which it will be integrated.   

The user-defined settings to do this are in the form of macros located in the configuration file ‘DALICG_conf.h’.  

Each application must provide this header file, customized to suit the application. 

A template for this configuration file named ‘DALICG_conf.h.template’ is provided along with the source files for 

the stack.  This template should be copied, renamed and modified by the user as required. 

The following macros must be configured in ‘DALICG_conf.h’. 

DALICG_TICK_PERIOD_US 

This setting defines the period of the time-base ‘tick’ events that the host application will supply to the DALI 

stack at run-time.  This time-base period must be an integer value expressed in microseconds.  The time-base 

period should be less than or equal to 1000 microseconds. 

See also the API function DALICG_SetEventDALITick() in section 7, “API functions”. 

DALICG_LOGICAL_CONTROL_GEAR_INSTANCES_MAX 

This setting defines the maximum number of control gear instances that can be associated with a single DALI 

bus unit.  It is used to set the length of the fixed-size array in the bus unit that stores pointers referencing the 

individual logical control gear instances associated with the bus unit. 

See also static configuration of the bus unit in section 5.4, “Logical Control Gear Configuration”. 
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5 Creating and Configuring the DALI Components 

The individual DALI components that make up the DALI 2.0 control gear solution must be declared and 

configured according to the requirements of the application.  The following sections provide information on 

declaring the run-time instance and the configurations settings for each of the fundamental DALI components. 

5.1 Declaring a Bus Unit Instance 

A DALI Bus unit object stores the run-time state of the bus unit and must be instantiated in RAM.  When 

declaring an instance of a DALI Bus Unit it is only necessary for the user to initialize the following members of its 

data structure.  All other run-time members will be initialized by the stack when 

DALICG_GEN_InitDALIBusUnit() is called by the host application. 

PtrStaticConfig 

This is a pointer to a data structure of type DALICG_GEN_BU_StaticParams_t that has been configured with the 

static configuration parameters for the bus unit.  

PtrStaticConfig 

This is a pointer to a data structure of type DALICG_GEN_BU_StaticParams_t that has been configured 

with the static configuration parameters for the bus unit.  

PtrDALITransceiver 

This is a handle (pointer) to a DALI Transceiver instance of type DALIXVR_t that the bus unit will use to 

communicate on the DALI bus. 

Note: The transceiver object must be properly configured and initialized before the stack is executed. 

The following code gives a sample declaration of a bus unit. 

Code Listing 1  

/* Instance of the DALI Bus Unit */ 

DALICG_Bus_Unit_t daliBusUnit = 

{ 

   /* Reference to application-specific configuration parameters */ 

   .PtrStaticConfig = &staticBusUnitParms, 

   /* Reference to a DALI Transceiver, provides an interface to the DALI bus */ 

   .PtrDALITransceiver = &DALI_MANCHESTER_XVR 

}; 
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5.2 Bus Unit Configuration  

The static configuration settings for the bus unit are stored in a data structure of type 

DALICG_GEN_BU_StaticParams_t.  Several members of this structure are pointers used to reference an 

object holding the configuration setting.  This level of indirection allows the application designer the choice 

between storing the setting in FLASH (if the value is known at compile time) and storing it in RAM (if the value 

needs to be discovered and set in the early run-time start-up phases). 

These settings must be defined by the user application either at compile time or early into program start-up 

and must not change during normal operation of the DALI stack. 

The settings used to configure a Bus Unit are: 

 Global Trade Item Number 

 Firmware Version 

 Identification Number 

 Hardware Version 

 Number of Logical Control Gear Units 

 Logical Control Gear Instances 

Details for each of these configurations settings are provided in the following sections. 

See Code Listing 2 for a sample declaration of a bus unit configuration. 

Code Listing 2  

/* Static configuration parameters for the DALI Bus Unit */ 

static const DALICG_GEN_BU_StaticParams_t staticBusUnitParms = 

{ 

    /* Pointer to Global Trade Item Number */ 

   .PtrGTIN = &deviceGTIN, 

    /* Pointer to Firmware Version */ 

   .PtrFirmwareVersion = &deviceFirmwareVersion, 

   /* Pointer to the bus unit Identification Number 

    * (Note: Set this to NULL if the stack should derive this 

    *  automatically from the XMC1000 device unique chip ID) */ 

   .PtrIDNumber = deviceIdentificationNumber, 

   /* Pointer to Hardware Version */ 

   .PtrHardwareVersion = &deviceHardwareVersion, 

   /* The number of logical control gear instances in the bus unit */ 

   .NumLogicalControlGearUnits = 2U, 

   /* Assign the DALI logical control gear instance(s) to the bus unit */ 

   .ArrPtrLogicalDevices = { 

                              &daliLogicalControlGearUnit_0, 

                              &daliLogicalControlGearUnit_1 

                           } 

}; 
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5.2.1 Global Trade Item number 

This parameter specifies the six-byte Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) that can be read from DALI Memory 

Bank 0 locations 0x03 through 0x08 of all control gear.  This value is common to all the logical control gear 

instances associated with the bus unit. 

The GTIN is stored in a data structure of type DALICG_GEN_MemBank0_GTIN_t.  

5.2.2 Firmware version 

This parameter specifies the major and minor firmware version numbers of the bus unit.  These values are 

reflected in control gear DALI memory Bank 0, locations 0x09 and 0x0A respectively and apply to all of the 

logical control gear instances associated with the bus unit. 

The firmware version is stored in a data structure of type DALICG_GEN_MemBank0_FWVersion_t. 

5.2.3 Identification number 

This parameter specifies the 64-bit (8 byte) identification number for the bus unit.  These values are reflected in 

DALI memory Bank 0, locations 0x0B through 0x12 and apply to all of the logical control gear instances 

associated with the bus unit. 

The Identification Number is stored in a data structure of type DALICG_GEN_MemBank0_ID_t. 

In the bus unit static configuration structure the pointer to the identification number (member PtrIDNumber) 

can optionally be set to NULL.  The DALI stack will detect this condition and will use a portion of the Unique 

Chip Identification Number in ROM (XMC1000 series microcontroller) as the bus unit Identification Number.  

The 8 bytes of the Identification Number are mapped to the microcontroller Unique Chip Hardware Serial 

Number according to Table 2. 

Table 2 Mapping DALI Memory Bank 0 Identification Number to MCU Unique Chip Hardware Serial 

Number 

DALI Bank 0 Field DALI Bank 0 Address MCU Address 

Identification Number Byte 0 (MSB) 
0x0B 0x10000FF1 

Identification Number Byte 1 
0x0C 0x10000FF2 

Identification Number Byte 2 
0x0D 0x10000FF3 

Identification Number Byte 3 
0x0E 0x10000FF4 

Identification Number Byte 4 
0x0F 0x10000FF5 

Identification Number Byte 5 
0x10 0x10000FF6 

Identification Number Byte 6 
0x11 0x10000FF7 

Identification Number Byte 7 (LSB) 
0x12 0x10000FF8 
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5.2.4 Hardware Version 

This parameter specifies the major and minor hardware version numbers of the bus unit.  These values are 

reflected in DALI memory Bank 0, locations 0x13 and 0x14 respectively and apply to all of the logical control 

gear instances associated with the bus unit. 

The Hardware Version is stored in a data structure of type DALICG_GEN_MemBank0_HWVersion_t. 

5.2.5 Number of Logical Control Gear Units 

This parameter specifies the number of logical control gear instances that share the common DALI bus 

interface managed by the bus unit.  This value is reflected in DALI memory Bank 0, location 0x1A of all logical 

control gear instances associated with the bus unit. 

The bus unit object must be configured with an array that contains exactly this number of pointers, each 

pointer referencing an object of type DALICG_Logical_Device_t that represents a separate logical 

control gear instance. 

At least one logical control gear instance must be associated with every bus unit object. 

5.2.6 Logical Control Gear Instances 

This parameter is an array of pointers, each pointer referencing one of the logical control gear units that share 

the common DALI bus interface managed by the bus unit. 

The fixed size of this array is determined by the value defined for 

DALICG_LOGICAL_CONTROL_GEAR_INSTANCES_MAX in the user-configuration for the stack.  The number 

of pointers stored in this array must correspond exactly to the value set in the member 

NumLogicalControlGearUnit of the bus unit static configuration structure (see section 5.2.5, “Number of 

Logical Control Gear Units”). 

5.3 Declaring a Logical Control Gear Instance 

A DALI Logical Control Gear object stores the run-time state of a control gear instance and must be instantiated 

in RAM.  When declaring a logical control gear instance it is only necessary for the user to initialize the following 

member of its data structure.  All other run-time members will be initialized by the stack when 

DALICG_GEN_InitDALIBusUnit() is called by the host application to initialize the parent bus unit object. 

PtrStaticConfig 

This is a pointer to a data structure of type DALICG_GEN_LG_StaticParams_t that has been configured 

with the static configuration parameters for the gear.  See section 5.4, “Logical Control Gear Configuration” for 

details. 

See Code Listing 3 for a sample declaration of a control gear instance. 

Code Listing 3  

/* DALI Logical Control Gear instance 0 */ 

DALICG_Logical_Device_t daliLogicalControlGearUnit_0 = 

{ 

   /* Reference to application-specific configuration parameters*/ 

   .PtrStaticConfig = &staticLogicalControlGearUnitParms_0, 

}; 
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5.4 Logical Control Gear Configuration 

Control gear static configuration settings are stored in a structure of type 

DALICG_GEN_LG_StaticParams_t. 

These settings must be defined by the user application either at compile time or at program start-up and must 

not change during normal operation of the DALI stack. 

The settings used to configure a Logical Control Gear instance are: 

 Gear Index 

 Physical Min Level 

 Default Operating Mode 

 Attributes 

 Light Sources 

 Last Accessible Location in Memory Bank 0 

 Last Accessible Memory Bank 

 Handle to Non-Volatile Storage Block 

 Residual Power-On Delay 

 Table of Part DALI 2xx Devices/Features 

 Callback: Query General Application State Information 

 Callback: Assert Light Output Level 

 Callback: Control Device Identification Procedure 

 Callback: Access Manufacturer-Defined Memory Bank Locations 

 Callback: Non-Volatile Memory Storage Operations 

 Callback: Identify Start of Residual DALI Power-On Delay 

Details for each of these configurations settings are provided in the following sections. 

See Code Listing 4 for a sample declaration of the configuration structure for a control gear instance. 

Code Listing 4  

/* Static parameters for Logical Control Gear Instance 0 */ 

static const DALICG_GEN_LG_StaticParams_t staticLogicalControlGearUnitParms_0 = 

{ 

   /* The index number of the DALI logical control gear in its DALI Bus Unit */ 

   .GearIndex = 0U, 

   /* The DALI PHM value to use for DALI light levels 

      (applicable only to the logarithmic dimming curve) */ 

   .PhysicalMinLevel = 86U, 

   /* The factory-default operating mode that the device is to use */ 

   .OperatingModeDefault = DALICG_GEN_STANDARD_OPERATING_MODE, 

   /* Attributes that apply to this control gear */ 

   .Attributes.All = (DALICG_GEN_LG_ATTRIBUTE_DEVICE_IDENT_CONTROLS_LIGHT_OUTPUT), 

   /* Light source declaration table */ 

   .LightSources = DALICG_LIGHT_SOURCES_ONE(DALICG_LIGHT_SOURCE_TYPE_LED), 

   /* The address of the last accessible location in Memory Bank 0 */ 

   .LastAccessibleMemoryBank0Location = 

      DALICG_GEN_MEMBANK0_LOC_INDEX_NUMBER_THIS_LOGICAL_CTRL_GEAR_UNIT, 
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Code Listing 4  

   /* The number of the last accessible memory bank implemented by the 

      control gear */ 

   .LastAccessibleMemoryBank = DALCG_GEN_MEMORY_BANK_ID_BANK_0, 

   /* Handle to application-supplied block of non-volatile memory in which 

      to store non-volatile data */ 

   .NVStorageBlock = NVSTORAGE_HANDLE_BLOCK_DALI_GENERAL_VARS_0, 

   /* The additional delay in milliseconds that the control gear will introduce 

    * as part of the power-on delay to make up the balance of the power-on 

    * delay time specified in the DALI standard. */ 

   .PowerOnResidualDelay = 319U, 

   /* Assign the Part 2xx application-extended devices/features */ 

   .PtrAxFeatureTableHead = axFeatureTableControlGear_0, 

 

   /*----- Callbacks to user-application -----*/ 

 

   /* Callback used to obtain general status information about the gear and its lamps */ 

   .CB_QueryApplicationStateInfo = LedLamp_CallbackQueryStateInfoGen, 

   /* Callback used to control Device Identification Procedure 

    * (Set to NULL if a Device Identification procedure is not implemented 

      by the application) */ 

   .CB_DeviceIdentification = LedLamp_CallbackDeviceIdentification, 

   /* Callback used to assert the required light output level */ 

   .CB_AssertLightOutput = LedLamp_CallbackSetLightOuputLevel, 

   /* Callback used to access optional, application-defined Memory Banks and locations 

    * (Set to NULL if none are implemented by the application) */ 

   .CB_MemoryBankOperation = NULL,   /* None implemented */    

   /* Callback used to interact with the host application's 

      non-volatile memory storage mechanism. */ 

   .CB_NVStorageOperation = daliNVStorageOperation, 

 

#ifdef DALICG_DIAG_REPORT_BEGIN_TIMING_POWER_ON_HOLDOFF 

   /* Callback used to indicate the moment that the logical control gear 

    * unit begins timing its power-on hold-off delay */ 

   .CB_StartPowerOnDelay = HandleBeginTimingPowerOnHoldoff 

#endif 

}; 

5.4.1 Gear Index 

The gear index is an integer ordinal that uniquely identifies a control gear instance in its DALI bus unit.  Gear 

indices must be assigned to control gear sequentially starting at Gear Index 0 and ending at a value one less 

than the total number of logical control gear in the bus unit.  The maximum gear index value is 63 because 

there can be at most 64 addressable devices on a DALI bus. 

5.4.2 Physical Min Level 

This parameter specifies the DALI Physical Minimum Level (PHM) of the control gear as defined in IEC 62386-102 

(Ed 2.0), section 3.17.  It is stored as a DALI level. 
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5.4.3 Default Operating Mode 

This parameter defines the factory default value of the DALI variable ‘operatingMode’ defined in IEC 62386-102 

(Ed 2.0).  The value defined here is used when performing a factory-reset of the DALI variables.  In the current 

version of the DALI 2.0 stack this parameter must always be set to 

DALICG_GEN_STANDARD_OPERATING_MODE. 

5.4.4 Attributes 

This parameter specifies capabilities and characteristics of the control gear.  These attributes determine the 

operation of the control gear during Device Identification operations. 

More than one attribute can be assigned to a control gear instance by OR-combining the members of the 

enumeration type DALICG_GEN_LG_ATTRIBUTE_t.  If none of these attributes are applicable to the control 

gear, the value DALICG_GEN_LG_ATTRIBUTE_NONE should be used. 

The attribute options, their meaning and how they affect the operation of the control gear are detailed in Table 

3. 

Table 3 Details of Control Gear Attributes 

Attribute Value: 
DALICG_GEN_LG_ATTRIBUTE_NONE 

Meaning: No attributes are specified for the control gear. 

Effect on Operation: None. 

  

Attribute Value: 
DALICG_GEN_LG_ATTRIBUTE_PHM_NOT_DISTINCT_FROM_FULL 

Meaning: The 100% Level and the Physical Min Level (PHM) of the control gear are not 

visually distinct. 

Effect on Operation: On receipt of the DALI ‘RECALL MIN LEVEL’ command during Device Identification 

activities the control gear will substitute the OFF level for the PHM level.  This 

ensures that as the gear is sent alternating ‘RECALL MIN LEVEL’ and ‘RECALL MAX 

LEVEL’ commands it can be visually identified by an observer. 

  

Attribute Value: 
DALICG_GEN_LG_ATTRIBUTE_NO_VISUAL_IDENT_USING_MIN_MAX 

Meaning: The control gear  cannot be visually identified to an observer by sending it 

alternating ‘RECALL MIN LEVEL ‘ and ‘RECALL MAX LEVEL ‘ commands during 

Device Identification. 

Effect on Operation: On receipt of either the DALI ‘RECALL MIN LEVEL’ or ‘RECALL MAX LEVEL’ command 

during Device Identification activities the gear will respond as if having also just 

received the 'IDENTIFY DEVICE' command, thereby starting or re-triggering the 

Device Identification procedure. 

  

Attribute Value: 
DALICG_GEN_LG_ATTRIBUTE_DEVICE_IDENT_CONTROLS_LIGHT_OUTPUT 

Meaning: During the Device Identification procedure the host application will dictate the 

light output level for the control gear. 
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Effect on Operation: While Device Identification is active the gear will not assert new light output levels 

to the host application with the exception of those values requested by the host 

application through calls to the API 

DALICG_GEN_DeviceIdDirectLightControl(). 

5.4.5 Light Sources 

This parameter determines the light source type information that the control gear will report that it 

implements when it receives the DALI command ‘QUERY LIGHT SOURCE TYPE’. 

The light sources must be declared in an array of type 

DALICG_GEN_LightSourceDeclarationTable_t. 

A selection of macros is provided in the stack library to generate the appropriate initializer for this array 

according to the number and types of light sources that the control gear implements.  These macros are listed 

in Table 4. 

Table 4 Macros for initializing the light source table. 

Macro Usage 

DALICG_LIGHT_SOURCES_NONE Use for control gear that does not implement any light 

sources.  

DALICG_LIGHT_SOURCES_ONE(s1) Use for control gear that implements only a single light source.  

The parameter s1 must be set to the appropriate light source 

type. 

DALICG_LIGHT_SOURCES_TWO(s1,s2) Use for control gear that implements exactly two light sources.  

The parameters s1 and s2 must be set to the appropriate first 

and second light source types. 

DALICG_LIGHT_SOURCES_THREE(s1,s2,s3) Use for control gear that implements exactly three light 

sources.  The parameters s1, s2 and s3 must be set to the 

appropriate first, second and third light source types 

respectively. 

DALICG_LIGHT_SOURCES_FOURPLUS(s1,s2) Use for control gear that implements four or more light 

sources.  The parameters s1 and s2 must be set to the 

appropriate first and second and light source types 

respectively. 

The DALI light source types are defined by macros in the file ‘DALICG.h’ as 

DALICG_LIGHT_SOURCE_TYPE_<name> 

Here the suffix <name> identifies the specific type of light source.  Refer to IEC 62386-102 (Ed2.0) section 

11.5.19 for the DALI light source type encoding. 

5.4.6 Last Accessible location in Memory Bank Zero 

This parameter defines the value reflected in DALI Memory Bank 0, address 0x00 (“Address of last accessible 

memory location”) for the control gear.   

Set this value to DALICG_GEN_MEMBANK0_LOC_INDEX_NUMBER_THIS_LOGICAL_CTRL_GEAR_UNIT if 

the gear does not support additional, manufacturer-defined control gear information in the locations between 

0x80 and 0xFE inclusive of Memory Bank 0. 
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If the gear does implement one or more of the manufacturer-defined locations between 0x80 and 0xFE 

inclusive of Memory Bank 0 this value must be set to the highest implemented location in that range. 

5.4.7 The Last Accessible Memory Bank 

This parameter defines the value reflected DALI Memory Bank 0, address 0x02 (“Number of last accessible 

memory bank”) for the control gear. 

Set this value to DALCG_GEN_MEMORY_BANK_ID_BANK_0 if the gear does not implement any DALI memory 

bank other than the mandatory Bank 0. 

5.4.8 Handle to Non-Volatile Storage Block 

This parameter is the application-provided handle that identifies the block of non-volatile memory that the 

application has assigned to the gear for storing its non-volatile DALI variables. 

This handle is used by the stack when executing the application-supplied callback for performing non-volatile 

memory storage operations.  See also section 8.1, “Callback functions (General Control Gear)”. 

5.4.9 Residual Power-On Delay 

This parameter specifies the delay in milliseconds that the control gear will implement as a power-on delay.  

The control gear begins timing this delay at the end of the system-dependent hardware and software start-up 

delays that occur after external power is applied to the equipment.  The residual power-on delay value must be 

selected so that when it is added to these system start-up delays, the total delay time meets the requirements 

of the DALI power-on delay specified in the DALI standard IEC 62386-102 (Ed2.0) section 9.13. 

‘Residual Power-On Delay’ = ‘DALI Power-On Delay’ – ‘System Start-Up Delay’ 

5.4.10 DALI Application-Extended Devices and Features 

This parameter specifies a pointer to a table containing references to all the DALI Part 2xx device/features that 

the control gear implements.  The table must be declared separately and is in the form of an array of constant 

pointers, each referencing an instance of an object of type DALICG_AX_DeviceFeature_t that provides 

configuration and run-time data for a DALI Part 2xx device/feature. 

To add a reference to a device/feature object to the table, the reference to the object must be explicitly cast as 

a constant pointer to a type DALICG_AX_DeviceFeature_t object.  To simplify adding a device/feature 

entry to the table, use the macro DALICG_AX_DEVICE_FEATURE_TABLE_ENTRY(). The last element in 

the array must always be set to the value DALICG_AX_END_OF_DEVICE_FEATURE_TABLE which is used to 

mark the end of the table. 

The example in Code Listing 5 shows the declaration of a device/feature table containing a single device entry. 

At run-time the stack iterates through and searches this table.  The order that the device/features appear in this 

table determines how the control gear will respond to DALI ‘QUERY DEVICE TYPE’ and ‘QUERY NEXT DEVICE 

TYPE’ commands.   Therefore it is important that the referenced devices/feature objects are placed into the 

table in ascending order according to their DALI Device Type ordinal (Refer to IEC 62386 Parts 2xx for details on 

the device types that are defined in the DALI standard).  Only one instance of any given device/feature type may 

be referenced in the table. 

If the control gear does not implement any of the DALI device/feature types this parameter must reference the 

head of an array containing a single element with the value 

DALICG_AX_END_OF_DEVICE_FEATURE_TABLE. 
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Code Listing 5  

/* Table of application-extended devices/features supported 

 * by Logical Control Gear Instance 0 */ 

DALICG_AX_DeviceFeature_t * const axFeatureTableControlGear_0[] = 

{ 

   DALICG_AX_DEVICE_FEATURE_TABLE_ENTRY(daliLEDModuleDevice), 

   DALICG_AX_END_OF_DEVICE_FEATURE_TABLE  /* Marker identifying the end of the table */ 

}; 

5.4.11 Callback: Query General Application State Information 

This parameter is the callback that the stack executes to obtain general state and status information about the 

control gear instance from the host application. 

This callback is required for all control gear instances and must not be set to NULL. 

Refer to the software documentation for the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack library for details on how to 

implement this callback. 

5.4.12 Callback: Assert Light Output Level 

This parameter is the callback that the stack executes to set the required light intensity output for the control 

gear’s lighting device. 

If the gear does not either directly or indirectly control the output of a lighting source this parameter can be set 

to NULL. 

Refer to the software documentation for the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack library for details on how to 

implement this callback. 

5.4.13 Callback: Control Device Identification Procedure 

This parameter is the callback that the stack executes to start or stop the application-provided Device 

Identification Procedure for the control gear. 

If the gear does not implement an application-specific Device Identification Procedure this parameter must be 

set to NULL. 

Refer to the software documentation for the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack library for details on how to 

implement this callback. 

5.4.14 Callback: Access Manufacturer-Defined Memory Bank Locations 

This parameter is the callback that the stack executes to read, write and reset any DALI Memory Bank location 

that is not one of the mandatory Bank 0 locations. 

If the control gear does not implement any of the manufacturer-specific DALI Memory bank locations this 

parameter must be set to NULL. 

Refer to the software documentation for the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack library for details on how to 

implement this callback. 
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5.4.15 Callback: Non-Volatile Memory Storage Operations 

This parameter is the callback used by the stack to perform read and write operations on the non-volatile 

storage block that has been reserved by the application to store the control gear's non-volatile DALI variables. 

This callback is required for all control gear instances and must not be set to NULL. 

Refer to the software documentation for the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack library for details on how to 

implement this callback. 

5.4.16 Callback: Identify Start of Residual DALI Power-On Delay 

This parameter is the callback that is executed by the stack at the moment the control gear begins timing its 

residual power-on delay.  This particular parameter is only available if the pre-processor global symbol 

DALICG_DIAG_REPORT_BEGIN_TIMING_POWER_ON_HOLDOFF has been defined.  It is only intended as 

an aid to the application developer in selecting a suitable residual power-on delay value for the control gear 

(see also the parameter Residual Power-On Delay in section 5.4.9).  

Refer to the software documentation for the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack library for details on how to 

implement this callback. 

5.4.17 Callback: Report Fade Running Status 

This parameter is the callback that is executed by the stack to report whether or not a fade is running for a 

particular control gear instance.  The stack typically executes this callback only used when there is a potential 

for the fade status to have changed. This particular parameter is only available if the pre-processor global 

symbol DALICG_DIAG_REPORT_FADE_STATUS_CHANGES has been defined.  It is intended to be used for 

testing and diagnostics as a way to visualize when a fade is running (for  example, the user application can use 

the callback to change the state of a status LED).  It is intended to be used in testing and diagnostic as a way to 

visualize when a fade is running (for example, using a status LED). 

Refer to the software documentation for the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack library for details on how to 

implement this callback. 

5.5 Declaring a DALI Part 207 Device Instance (Type 6 Device, LED Module) 

A DALI Part 207 object stores the run-time state of the Type 6 device and must be instantiated in RAM. 

When declaring a DALI Part 207 Device instance it is only necessary for the user to initialize the following 

members of its data structure.  All other run-time members will be initialized by the stack when 

DALICG_GEN_InitDALIBusUnit() is called by the host application. 

Base 

The base member must be initialized using the macro DALICG_AX207_BASE that is defined in the file 

‘DALICG_AX207.h’. 

PtrStaticConfig 

This is a pointer to a data structure of type DALICG_AX207_StaticConfiguration_t that has been 

configured with the static configuration parameters for the device.  See the section 5.6, “DALI Part 207 Device 

Configuration (Type 6 Device, LED Module)” for details. 

See Code Listing 6 for a sample declaration of a DALI Part 207 device. 
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Code Listing 6  

/* LED Module Application Extended Feature */ 

DALICG_AX207_t daliLEDModuleDevice = 

{ 

   /* Base component common to Part 2xx device/feature types */ 

   .Base = DALICG_AX207_BASE, 

 

   /* Reference to application-specific configuration parameters */ 

   .PtrStaticConfig = &staticLedModuleParms 

}; 

5.6 DALI Part 207 Device Configuration (Type 6 Device, LED Module) 

The static configuration settings for the DALI Part 207 device are stored in a data structure of type 

DALICG_AX207_StaticConfiguration_t.  

These settings must be defined by the user application either at compile time or at program start-up and must 

not change during normal operation of the DALI stack. 

The settings used to configure DALI Part 207 device instance are: 

 Physical Min Level for Linear Dimming Curve 

 Minimum Fast Fade Time 

 Gear Type Information 

 Operating Modes 

 Supported Features 

 Handle to Non-Volatile Storage Block 

 Callback: Query Device-Specific Application State Information 

 Callback: Operational Request to Application 

 Callback: Non-Volatile Memory Storage Operations 

Details for each of these configurations settings are provided in the following sections. 

See Code Listing 7 for a sample declaration of a DALI Part 207 device configuration. 

Code Listing 7  

/* Static parameters for the LED Module Application Extended Feature */ 

static const DALICG_AX207_StaticConfiguration_t staticLedModuleParms = 

{ 

    /* The DALI PHM value applicable only to the linear dimming curve */ 

   .PhysicalMinLevelLinear = 3U, 

   /* The minimum Fast Fade time supported by the gear */ 

   .MinFastFadeTime = 2U, 

   /* Gear Type Information */ 

   .GearType.Word = 

         (DALICG_AX207_GEAR_TYPE_INTEGRATED_LED_POWER_SUPPLY   | 

          DALICG_AX207_GEARTYPE_INTEGRATED_LED_MODULE          | 

          DALICG_AX207_GEAR_TYPE_SUPPORTS_AC_SUPPLY            | 

          DALICG_AX207_GEAR_TYPE_SUPPORTS_DC_SUPPLY), 
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Code Listing 7  

   /* Operating Mode Capabilities */ 

   .PossibleOperatingMode.Word = 

         (DALICG_AX207_OPMODECAP_MODE_PWM                   | 

          DALICG_AX207_OPMODECAP_MODE_AM                    | 

          DALICG_AX207_OPMODECAP_OUTPUT_CURRENT_CONTROLLED  | 

          DALICG_AX207_OPMODECAP_MODE_HIGH_CURRENT_PULSE), 

   /* Optional Device Features that are supported */ 

   .SupportedFeatures.Word = 

         (DALICG_AX207_FEATURE_SHORT_CIRCUIT_DET                        | 

          DALICG_AX207_FEATURE_OPEN_CIRCUIT_DET                         | 

          DALICG_AX207_FEATURE_LOAD_DECREASE_DET                        | 

          DALICG_AX207_FEATURE_LOAD_INCREASE_DET                        | 

          DALICG_AX207_FEATURE_CURRENT_PROTECTOR                        | 

          DALICG_AX207_FEATURE_THERMAL_SHUTDOWN                         | 

          DALICG_AX207_FEATURE_THERMAL_OVERLOAD_W_LIGHT_LVL_REDUCTION), 

   /* Handle to application-supplied block of non-volatile memory in which 

    * to store non-volatile data */ 

   .NVStorageBlock = NVSTORAGE_HANDLE_BLOCK_DALI_AX207_VARS_0, 

 

   /* Callback used to query the application for its Type 6 device 

    * state information */ 

   .CB_QueryApplicationStateInfo = LedLamp_CallbackQueryStateInfoType6, 

   /* Callback used to make operational requests to the application */ 

   .CB_AppRequest = LedLamp_CallbackAppRequestType6, 

   /* Callback used to interact with the host application's non-volatile 

    * memory storage mechanism. */ 

   .CB_NVStorageOperation = daliNVStorageOperation 

}; 

5.6.1 Physical Min Level for Linear Dimming Curve 

This parameter specifies the DALI Physical Minimum Level (PHM) to be used by the control gear when the linear 

dimming curve is selected (refer to IEC 62386-207 (Ed 1.0) command 227).  It is stored as a DALI level and should 

be selected to produce a light output on the linear dimming curve that is equivalent to that which the control 

gear’s general PHM value would produce using the default logarithmic dimming curve. 

For example, if the minimum relative light output level that the gear can produce is 1% of maximum then the 

Physical Minimum settings should be configured as shown in Table 5. 

Table 5 Example of PHM selection for Linear Dimming Curve 

Parameter DALI Level Relative Light Output (%) 

PHM (logarithmic dimming curve) 86 1.02 % 

PHM (linear dimming curve) 3 1.18 % 

5.6.2 Minimum Fast Fade Time 

This parameter specifies the minimum fast fade time that the control gear supports for its Type 6 device. 
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Minimum allowed value: 1 

Maximum allowed value: DALICG_AX207_FAST_FADE_TIME_SETTING_MAX (defined in 

‘DALICG_AX207.h’) 

The value of this parameter is reported by the control gear in response to a Device Type 6 ‘QUERY MIN FAST 

FADE TIME’ command.   This parameter is also used to constrain the value that can be applied to the DALI 

variable “FAST FADE TIME” using the Device Type 6 ‘STORE DTR AS FAST FADE TIME’ command.  Refer to 

IEC62386-207 (Ed 1.0) for details. 

 

5.6.3 Gear Type information 

This parameter specifies Gear Type information for the Type 6 device.  Specifically it stipulates whether or not 

the gear: 

 Has an integrated LED Power Supply. 

 Has an integrated LED Module. 

 Supports operation from an AC power source. 

 Supports operation from a DC power source. 

One or more of the members of the enumeration type DALICG_AX207_GEAR_TYPE_t can be OR-combined 

when configuring this parameter value. 

5.6.4 Operating modes 

This parameter specifies the available Operating Mode capabilities of the Type 6 device.  Specifically it 

stipulates whether or not the gear: 

 Supports using PWM mode. 

 Supports using AM mode. 

 Supports current controlled output. 

 Supports high-current pulse mode. 

One or more of the members of the enumeration type DALICG_AX207_OPERATING_MODE_t can be OR-

combined when configuring this parameter value. 

5.6.5 Supported features 

This parameter specifies the optional device Features available in the Type 6 device.  Specifically it stipulates 

whether or not: 

 Short-circuit detection can be queried. 

 Open-circuit detection can be queried. 

 Detection of load decrease can be queried. 

 Detection of load increase can be queried. 

 A current protector is implemented and can be queried. 

 Thermal shutdown status can be queried. 

 Light level reduction due to over-temperature can be queried. 

 The device supports addressing using the Physical Selection method. 
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One or more of the members of the enumeration type DALICG_AX207_FEATURE_t can be OR-combined 

when configuring this parameter value. 

5.6.6 Handle to Non-Volatile Storage Block 

This parameter is the application-provided handle that identifies the block of non-volatile memory that the 

application has assigned to the Part 207 device for storing its non-volatile DALI variables. 

This handle is used by the stack when executing the application-supplied callback for performing non-volatile 

memory storage operations.  See also section 8.2 “Callback functions (Type 6 device)”. 

5.6.7 Callback: Query Device-Specific Application State Information 

This parameter is the callback that the stack executes to obtain current state and status information about the 

Part 207 device instance from the host application. 

This callback is required for all Part 207 device instances and must not be set to NULL. 

Refer to the software documentation for the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack library for details on how to 

implement this callback. 

5.6.8 Callback: Operational Request to Application 

This parameter is the callback that the stack executes to make requests to the application to perform various 

Type 6 device operations. 

This callback is only required if the gear supports enabling/disabling the current protector or can perform a 

reference system power measurement procedure.  If not required this parameter can be set to NULL. 

Refer to the software documentation for the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack library for details on how to 

implement this callback. 

5.6.9 Callback: Non-Volatile Memory Storage Operations 

This parameter is the callback used by the stack to perform read and write operations on the non-volatile 

storage block that has been reserved by the application to store the Part 207 device’s non-volatile DALI 

variables. 

This callback is required for all Part 207 device instances and must not be set to NULL. 

Refer to the software documentation for the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack library for details on how to 

implement this callback. 
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6 Run-time operation 

A skeleton of the user application code to initialize and execute the DALI 2.0 Control Gear stack is shown in 

Code Listing 8. 

At runtime the user application must initialize the DALI Transceiver by calling DALIXVR_Initialize() and 

also initialize the DALI components by calling DALICG_GEN_InitDALIBusUnit().  A periodic timer must 

also be configured to begin generating the time-base events required by the stack. 

When the application is ready to begin running the stack it must call DALIXVR_JoinBus().   This directs the 

DALI transceiver to begin receiving and decoding DALI frames that appear on the bus so that it will generate the 

associated DALI Bus event notifications for the stack. 

Thereafter and for the remaining execution of the program the user application must call 

DALICG_GEN_ExecuteDALIBusUnit() regularly and often, which gives the stack the opportunity to 

perform background processing of events as well as to run various internal state machines. 

DALI time-base ‘tick’ events for the stack are typically delivered by a software timer such as those available 

through the DAVE™ SYSTIMER App.  A callback handler registered to the timer instance would call 

DALICG_SetEventDALITick() on every timer expiry event to notify the DALI stack. 

The user application must implement the handler that the DALI Transceiver has been configured to call 

whenever it has prepared a DALI bus event (received DALI frame etc.).  For each DALI bus event this handler 

must call the stack API function DALICG_SetEventDALIBusEvent() to deliver the event to the stack for 

later processing. 

Code Listing 8 Skeleton outline of an application running the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack  

/****************************************************************************** 

 * Callback executed by a periodic timer generating DALI time-base ‘tick’ 

 * events. 

 *****************************************************************************/ 

void HandleDALITickEvent(void *args) 

{ 

   DALICG_SetEventDALITick(&daliBusUnit);   /* Notify the DALI stack */ 

} 

 

/****************************************************************************** 

 * Callback executed by DALI Transceiver instance to provide notification 

 * of a DALI bus event such as a received DALI frame. 

 *****************************************************************************/ 

void HandleDALIEvent(const DALIXVR_EVENT_NOTIFICATION_t *ptrEvent) 

{ 

   /* Notify the DALI stack and pass it the event */ 

   DALICG_SetEventDALIBusEvent(&daliBusUnit, ptrEvent); 

} 

 

/****************************************************************************** 

 * function main() 

 *****************************************************************************/ 

int main(void) 
{  
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Code Listing 8 Skeleton outline of an application running the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack  

      DAVE_Init();    /* Initialization of DAVE APPs  */ 

… 

/* [Other user application initialization] */ 

 

DALIXVR_Initialize(&DALI_MANCHESTER_XVR);   /* Initialize the DALI Transceiver */ 

 

DALICG_GEN_InitDALIBusUnit(&daliBusUnit); /* Initialize the DALI components */ 

 

DALIXVR_JoinBus(&DALI_MANCHESTER_XVR); /* Begin receiving DALI events from the bus */ 

… 

 

while(1U) 

{ 

… 

/* [Execute other user application code here] */ 

 

/* Allocate processing time to the DALI stack */ 

 DALICG_GEN_ExecuteDALIBusUnit(&daliBusUnit); 

 

/* [Execute other user application code here] */ 

… 

} 

 

} 
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7 API functions 

The DALI stack API functions are meant to be called by the host application to initialize, execute, provide event 

notifications to and otherwise interact with the stack.  All interaction between the host application and the 

DALI stack using these APIs is performed in relation to a DALI Bus Unit instance which must be referenced in the 

API call. 

A summary of all the API functions is presented in Table 6.  Refer to the software documentation for the DALI 2.0 

Control Gear Stack library for details on how to call these functions. 

Table 6 Summary of DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack API Functions 

API Function Name Summary 

DALICG_SetEventDALITick() This function provides the periodic events that are 

used as the time-base for the DALI stack and its 

components. 

DALICG_SetEventDALIBusEvent() This function is used to notify the bus unit that an 

event has occurred for the DALI bus interface. 

DALICG_GEN_InitDALIBusUnit() This function is used to initialize the bus unit and by 

extension each of its component logical control gear 

instances and the DALI application-extended devices 

and features of each control gear instance. 

DALICG_GEN_ExecuteDALIBusUnit() This function is used to provide CPU time to the bus 

unit and by extension each of its component logical 

control gear instances and the DALI application-

extended devices and features of each control gear 

instance. 

DALICG_GEN_DeviceIdDirectLightControl() This function provides a way for the host application 

to override the DALI-defined light level of a control 

gear instance with a user-specified level.  It is only 

intended for use when the application is performing a 

custom Device Identification Procedure.  Calls to this 

function when Device Identification is not enabled 

have not effect. 

DALICG_GEN_QueryLightOutput() This function is used by the host application to query 

the light output level that is expected by a specified 

DALI logical control gear instance. 
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8 Callback functions 

Callbacks allow the operations of the DALI stack to be abstracted from the details of interacting with hardware.  

For example, they enable the stack to assert the output level of a lamp and monitor its status without regard to 

the type of lamp, the hardware used to drive it or the inputs used to monitor it.  Several of the stack’s DALI 

components define callback functions that must be implemented by the host application and registered with 

the component as part of configuring the program. 

All callbacks provided by the user-application must be non-blocking. 

Whenever the stack uses a callback it will be executed synchronously with and in the same context as one of 

the API functions called by the user application, usually DALICG_GEN_ExecuteDALIBusUnit() and 

DALICG_GEN_DeviceIdDirectLightControl(). 

A set of callbacks is available to all control gear to support the general control gear requirements.  These are 

described in section 8.1, “Callback functions (General Control Gear)”. 

DALI Part 2xx devices/features provide additional callbacks needed to support the particular requirements of 

the device/feature.  The callbacks defined by the Part 207 (Type 6) device are covered in section 8.2 “Callback 

functions (Type 6 device)”. 
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8.1 Callback functions (General Control Gear) 

The callbacks in Table 7 apply to all control gear and are used to support general control gear requirements. 

Refer to the software documentation for the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack library for details on how to 

implement these callbacks. 

Table 7 Callbacks for General Control Gear Requirements 

Callback Type Definition Description 

DALICG_GEN_CallbackQueryApplicationStateInfo_t Callback used by a DALI logical control gear instance to 

obtain an update of general state and status information 

about the control gear from the host application. 

DALICG_GEN_CallbackAssertLightOutput_t Callback used by a DALI logical control gear instance to set 

the desired light output level (intensity) that must be 

emitted by the gear's lighting device(s). 

DALICG_GEN_CallbackDeviceIdentification_t Callback used by a DALI control gear instance to start and 

end the application-controlled Device Identification 

Procedure. 

DALICG_GEN_CallbackMemoryBankOperation_t Callback used by a DALI logical control gear instance to 

perform operations on any of the optional, manufacturer-

defined DALI memory bank locations implemented by a 

control gear instance. 

DALICG_GEN_CallbackNVStorageOperation_t Callback used by any DALI stack component that requires 

support for non-volatile memory storage. 

DALICG_GEN_CallbackStartPowerOnDelay_t Callback used by a DALI logical control gear instance to 

indicate the moment it begins timing the remaining 

portion of the total DALI power-on hold-off delay. 

 

(used for application development purposes only) 

8.2 Callback functions (Type 6 device) 

The callbacks in Table 8 apply to DALI Part 207 devices (Type 6 device, LED Module) and are used to support the 

particular control gear requirements for that device. 

Refer to the software documentation for the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack library for details on how to 

implement these callbacks. 

Table 8 Callback functions for DALI Part 207 Device (Type 6 device, LED Module) 

Callback type definition Description 

DALICG_AX207_CallbackQueryApplicationStateInfo_t This callback is used by the stack to obtain current 

state and status information about a DALI Type 6 

instance from the host application. 

DALICG_AX207_CallbackAppRequest_t Callback used by the application-extended 

device/feature to request that the application perform 

actions or return status information on its behalf. 

DALICG_GEN_CallbackNVStorageOperation_t Callback used by a DALI component that requires 

support for non-volatile memory storage. 
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9 DALI Transceiver 

The DALI Transceiver is a software component that provides the means to receive commands from the DALI bus 

and to transmit responses.  The transceiver: 

 Interfaces to the on-chip peripherals and hardware. 

 Monitors communications on the DALI bus and decodes Manchester encoded frames. 

 Detects encoding violations and bit-timing errors in the bus communications. 

 Encodes and transmits valid DALI frames (backward frame responses). 

 Encodes and transmits corrupted DALI frame responses to synthesize the collision of simultaneous 

responses from multiple logical control gear instances. 

 Provides the capability to sample the instantaneous state of the DALI bus to determine if the bus is in the 

Idle or the Active state as defined in IEC 62386-101 (Ed2.0). 

The DALI Transceiver utilizes a callback mechanism to provide notifications of various DALI bus events.  A DALI 

Bus Unit must be assigned a handle to an instance of a DALI Transceiver that has been configured and 

initialized by the host application.  The host application must also provide a callback handler of type 

DALIXVR_CALLBACK_DALI_EVENT_NOTIFY_t so that it can receive DALI bus event notifications from the 

transceiver and pass these events to the bus unit using the API function  

DALICG_SetEventDALIBusEvent(). 

9.1 Declaring a DALI Transceiver instance 

The transceiver instance and its components are declared in ‘DALITransceiver_conf.c’ 

The transceiver run-time data is stored in three components, all of which must be declared: 

 The DALI Transceiver (type DALIXVR_t) 

 The DALI Encoder component of the transceiver (type DALIXVR_ENCODER_TX_t) 

 The DALI Decoder component of the transceiver (type DALIXVR_RX_DECODER_t) 

An IRQ handler must also be added to ‘DALITransceiver_conf.c’.  This handler must call 

DALIXVR_CCU4_IRQHandler(), passing it the pointer (handle) of the specific DALI transceiver instance.   

The name of this handler function must be used as the ‘Interrupt Handler’ setting in the INTERRUPT App that 

has been assigned to the transceiver. 

9.2 DALI Transceiver configuration 

The static configuration settings for the DALI transceiver instance are declared in a constant data structure of 

type DALIXVR_CONFIG_t in ‘DALITransceiver_conf.c’. 

The settings used to configure the DALI transceiver instance are: 

 Reference to a CCU4_SLICE_CONFIG app instance 

 Reference to the configuration data structure for external event 2 of the CCU4_SLICE_CONFIG app  instance 

 Reference to a DIGITAL_IO app instance for the DALI Receive input 

 Reference to a DIGITAL_IO app instance for the DALI Transmit output 

 Reference to an INTERRUPT app instance 

 Callback: DALI Event Notification 
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 Period Value for Stop Condition detection 

 Period Value for DALI half-bit timing 

 Single Half-Bit Count Minimum 

 Single Half-Bit Count Maximum 

 Double Half-Bit Count Minimum 

 Double Half-Bit Count Maximum 

 DALI Bus Idle Level for DALI Receiver Input 

 DALI Bus Idle Level for DALI Transmitter Output 

Refer to the software documentation for the DALI Transceiver for more details on these settings. 

9.2.1 DALI Bit-Timing tolerances 

In the configuration settings, four members are used to determine the decoder’s tolerance for bit-timing 

variations as it decodes an incoming DALI Manchester encoded frame.  These settings determine: 

 The minimum time between two consecutive edges of a DALI frame that can still qualify as a DALI single 

half-bit interval. 

 The maximum time between two consecutive edges of a DALI frame that can still qualify as a DALI single 

half-bit interval. 

 The minimum time between two consecutive edges of a DALI frame that can still qualify as a DALI double 

half-bit interval. 

 The maximum time between two consecutive edges of a DALI frame that can still qualify as a DALI double 

half-bit interval. 

When choosing these values the application designer must take into account distortions and delays in the DALI 

waveform that are introduced by the optical isolation circuitry in the DALI Physical layer hardware. 

Refer to IEC62386-101 (Ed 2.0) for the receiver bit-timing requirements required by the standard. 

9.3 Accessing the EVENT2 configuration from the CCU4_SLICE_CONFIG app 

Instance 

At run-time the CCU4_SLICE_CONFIG app takes care of configuring the external event EVENT2 for the 

transceiver’s CCU4 slice but it does not configure external events 0 and 1.  The DALI Transceiver must therefore 

configure EVENT0 and EVENT1 when DALIXVR_Initialize() is called by the user application.   For this to 

be possible, the transceiver must specify the input signals to use for each event.  In the DALI Transceiver, 

EVENT0 and EVENT 1 both share the same input signal as EVENT2, which is ultimately determined by the 

package pin that the user maps to the DALI receive input.  Therefore the transceiver configuration includes a 

reference to the Event 2 configuration data structure generated by the CCU4_SLICE_CONFIG app instance so 

that it can determine the input signal to use for configuring EVENT 0 and EVENT1. 

The symbol for the Event 2 configuration data structure instance in the CCU4_SLICE_CONFIG app is not 

normally exported from the module ‘ccu4_slice_config_conf.c’.  Therefore it is necessary to include in 

‘DALI_Transceiver_ext.h’ an external reference to the name of the XMC_CCU4_SLICE_EVENT_CONFIG_t 

instance that holds the EVENT2 configuration settings. 

The macro DALIXVR_APP_CCU4_SLICE_CONFIG_EVENT2_INST_NAME()can be used to have the pre-

processor generate the symbol name of the EVENT2 configuration from the instance name of the 

CCU4_SLICE_CONFIG app. 
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9.4 DALI Transceiver Component DAVE™ Apps 

A DALI Transceiver instance depends on instances of the following DAVE™ apps.  These apps determine the on-

chip hardware resources used by the transceiver. 

 CCU4_SLICE_CONFIG for reserving and configuring the CCU4 slice dedicated to the transceiver.  

 INTERRUPT for mapping the CCU4 slice service request IRQ to the appropriate handler. 

 DIGITAL_IO for the transceiver DALI receiver input pin. 

 DIGITAL_IO for the transceiver DALI transmit output pin. 

9.4.1 CCU4_SLICE_CONFIG configuration 

The configuration settings for the CCUR_SLICE_CONFIG app instance are shown in Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 

9, Figure 10 and Figure 11. 

Note that in the tab “Function Settings” in the group ‘Input Event Configuration’ it is only necessary to enter 

configuration settings for Event 2 (see Figure 10 ).  The DALI transceiver will use the Event 2 settings to 

configure Event 0 and Event 1 automatically at run time.  
 

 

Figure 7 CCU4_SLICE_CONFIG App ‘General Settings’ tab. 

 

 

Figure 8 CCU4_SLICE_CONFIG App ‘Capture Mode Settings’ tab. 
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Figure 9 CCU4_SLICE_CONFIG App ‘Value Update Settings’ tab. 

 

 

Figure 10 CCU4_SLICE_CONFIG App ‘Function Settings’ tab. 
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Figure 11 CCU4_SLICE_CONFIG App ‘Event Settings’ tab. 

9.4.2 INTERRUPT Configuration 

The configuration for the INTERRUPT App is shown in Figure 12.  It is important that the interrupt not be 

enabled at initialization.  The interrupt handler must be set to the name of the IRQ handler located in the file 

‘DALITransceiver_conf.c’. 
 

 

Figure 12 INTERRUPT App ‘Interrupt Settings’ tab. 
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9.4.3 DIGITAL_IO Configuration - DALI Receive 

The configuration for the DIGITAL_IO app which represents the receiver input of the DALI transceiver is 

shown in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13 DIGITAL_IO App ‘General Settings’ tab. 

9.4.4 DIGITAL_IO Configuration - DALI Transmit 

The configuration for the DIGITAL_IO app which represents the transmitter output of the DALI transceiver is 

shown in Figure 14.  The ’Initial output level’ setting is application-dependent.  It should be configured to the 

value that will cause the application’s DALI Physical Layer interface to release the DALI bus to the ‘idle’ state. 

 

Figure 14 DIGITAL_IO App ‘General Settings’ tab. 
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9.5 Hardware signals 

Table 9 Hardware signal assignment for the DALI Transceiver component DAVE apps 

Component APP Signal Connect 

To 

Signal APP 

DALI Receive 

Input 
DIGITAL_IO 

pin → In0 
CCU4_SLICE_CONFIG 

pin → In1 
CCU4_SLICE_CONFIG 

pin → In2 
CCU4_SLICE_CONFIG 

Slice 

Configuration 
CCU4_SLICE_CONFIG 

event_period_match → sr_irq 
INTERRUPT 

event_in2 → sr_irq 
INTERRUPT 

9.6 Run-time requirements 

At runtime the host application must call DAVE_Init() to initialize the DAVE apps on which the DALI 

transceiver depends.  The application can then call the API function DALIXVR_Initialize() which allows  the 

transceiver to complete its remaining initialization requirements. 

When ready to begin receiving monitoring the DALI bus the application makes a single call to the API function 

DALIXVR_JoinBus().  Thereafter the DALI transceiver will execute its registered callback each time it needs 

to notify the application of a DALI bus event. 

Refer also to Code Listing 8. 
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10 Directories and files 

The source and header files for the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack library are listed in Table 10. 

Table 10 DAIL 2.0 Source files and header files for the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack library. 

Module Summary 

   

DALICG_conf.h  Application-specific configuration information for the DALI Control Gear stack. 

 Host applications that use the DALI 2.0 Control Gear stack must supply a 

custom version of this file. 

  

DALICG_conf.h.template  Template for the user-supplied DALICG_conf.h file. 

 A copy of this file should be renamed to DALICG_conf.h and modified by the 

user as required. 

  

DALICG.h  Provides definitions of common DALI values and constants. 

 Defines DALI commands used by the DALI 2.0 Control Gear Stack. 

 Defines data structures to represent DALI forward frame packets. 

DALICG_GEN.h 

DALICG_GEN.c 

 Data structures, types and functionality pertaining to the DALI Bus Unit and the 

DALI general control gear requirements. 

DALICG_MemBank.h  Definitions and data structures that pertain to DALI 2.0 Memory Bank support. 

 Used internally by the DALI 2.0 Control Gear stack to implement the required 

Memory Bank 0. 

 Must be included by host application code that implements support for 

additional (and optional) DALI memory banks. 

DALICG_NVStorage.h  Definitions and data structures required by the host application software to 

provide the mandatory support for all persistent memory storage required by 

the DALI 2.0 Control Gear stack. 

 Provides device and implementation independent definitions for a generic 

interface through which the DALI 2.0 Control Gear stack can read and write the 

non-volatile memory storage for its components through the host application. 

DALICG_GEN_FadeMgmt.h 

DALICG_GEN_FadeMgmt.c 

 Fade manager component of the DALI general control gear. 

 Manages all normal DALI fade operations that affect the light output level of 

control gear. 

  

DALICG_AX_Common.h  Definitions and data structures common to all DALI Part 2xx application-

extended devices/features. 

 Defines the virtual function table and base structure used to implement 

polymorphic operation of DALI Part 207 application-extended device/feature 

components. 
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Module Summary 

DALICG_AX207.h 

DALICG_AX207.c 

 Definitions and functionality for implementing the DALI Part 207 application-

extended Type 6 device (LED Module) as described in the standard IEC 62386-

207 Edition 1.0. 

DALICG_AX209.h 

DALICG_AX209.c 

 STUB ONLY 

 Minimal set of definitions and functionality for implementing the DALI Part 209 

application-extended Type 8 device (Color Control) as described in the 

standard IEC 62386-209. 
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